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Abstract. This paper reviewed the existing literature on effectiveness of construction waste minimization in Nigeria with particular interest in Bauchi State. The study highlighted the menace of construction waste to the environment. The Nigerian construction industry comprises foreign and indigenous firms which are classified into small, medium and large according to their level of capitalization and annual turnover. In the real industrialized countries, the construction industry can be responsible for up to 20% of the GDP and employs up to 12% of the total labour force. In Nigeria, the sector contributes 3.2% of GDP. This is a clear indication that construction industry in Nigeria failed to meet expectations of governments, clients and society. The material and method of this research study utilized a secondary source of data. A critical review of this recent journal articles posited new findings of effectiveness of construction waste minimization. To ascertain the actual happenings in the construction industries within and beyond the study area. The findings of this research study indicated that environmental pollution is caused by construction waste in the study area. It is also revealed that indigenous firms generate large volume of construction waste. It was evident that construction waste is ineffective to the health condition of the environment. The conclusion is drawn from the study also revealed that different approach and method should be applied to curtail and minimize construction waste effectiveness in the study area.
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INTRODUCTION

All over the world, construction industry is continually growing. This industry is mostly concerned with development of civil engineering works which include heavy infrastructural development (roads, bridges and railways etc.), residential and commercial real estate and their maintenance [16]. Factors such as migration and urbanization, arising from the demands of middle class for better living and conditions combine to give the sector this rapid growth [8]. The contribution of construction industry towards the global gross domestic product (GDP) of the developed countries revolves around 10% of their total annual budget.

The Nigerian construction industry comprises foreign and indigenous firms which are classified into small, medium and large according to their level of capitalization and annual turnover [23]. One of the largest construction firms in Nigeria is Julius Berger which has its head office in Abuja (capital city of Nigeria); other construction firms include, E. M. Mecheleti & Sons, and Dantata & Sawoe. In Nigeria, awarding construction contracts began in 1940s with a few foreign companies. The oil profit that followed about 10 years after independence led to an increase in need of construction and demand for construction services. The level of government interaction within the industry as regulators, purchasers and financ-
ciers resulted in average growth rate of 18% between 2010–2012 [17]. Because of the labour intensiveness of construction services, jobs have been created and there is still potential to expand, to accommodate the rising need for service in the sector. Federal, state and local tiers of government award 70% of the contracts while the private sector award the remaining 30% of construction works this shows the scenario of Nigeria is contrary to what obtains elsewhere in the world where it is private sector drives [23]. In the real industrialized countries, the construction industry can be responsible for up to 20% of the GDP and employs up to 12% of the total labour force. In Nigeria, the sector contributes 3.2% of GDP. This is a clear indication that construction industry in Nigeria failed to meet expectations of governments, clients and society [2].

The structure of Nigerian construction industry is complex having different types of clients and contractors. This consist of public and private clients, main contractors and sub-contractors, indigenous and foreign companies, low technology firms and sophisticated specialists, builders and civil engineers and a whole range of construction professionals connected within the industry. The major divisions in the industry are building construction division and civil or heavy engineering construction division.

The federal government of Nigeria involves in most of the complex projects such as road, sea and air port and some heavy engineering projects at about 64.9% of the project executed. This is followed by state government which is responsible for about 22.7% of the projects in the industry, although there is still some form of partnering with different groups of investors in the industry [14].

The Nigerian construction industry continues to be the major stimulant in the country’s economic growth and development. This strong interrelationship between the economy and the construction industry further strengthens the need to ensure that project planning and management are cost-effective [5]. But experience has shown that excessive project cost and time overruns have been all too evident involving works undertaken by both the indigenous and foreign contractors [7]. These were due to design errors, unexpected site conditions, increasing project scope, weather conditions and other project changes. It is also evident that those contractors who perform and deliver their earlier projects successfully fails to deliver similar projects in future and facing time and cost overrun. In view of this, the iron triangle (on time, under budget, according to specifications) which has been widely accepted criteria for project successful and economic delivery during the last couple of years in the Nigerian construction industry can no longer be the sole determinant of project successful and economic delivery criteria due to changes in demands of users, evolving environmental regulations, shifting functions of projects, the inherent risks and the inhibiting risk factors associated with construction projects. Throughout the world, construction industry like many other industries is being transformed to meet the new demands of the twenty-first century [9]. As the business environment within which the construction organizations or companies operate continues to change rapidly. In spite, many changes which have affected construction industries world-wide, the structure of the Nigerian construction industry in terms of its operations has remained largely unaltered. Hence organizations or companies that fail to adapt and respond to the complexity of the new business environment tend to experience survival problems [14].

Conceptual evidence revealed that Julius Berger Nigeria Plc is the leader in the Nigerian construction industry, as it controls a large chunk of public sector construction work in the industry. With the entrance of Chinese construction giants into the Nigerian construction industry, the dominance of Julius Berger Company began to face significant threat in the long term. The growing popularity of Public Private Partnership (PPPs) also means more international construction firms are likely to come into the Nigerian construction industry as observed by [15].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

It was conventional and accepted ways of data collection that is qualitative and quantitative. The former entails interview with designated respondents, focus group discussion, ethnography and personal observation. The latter, comprises structure questionnaires as survey instrument. The method of data collection of this research study is secondary sources which comprises journal articles, textbooks, newspapers, statutory documents. Critical review of this recent journal articles posited new findings of effectiveness of construction waste minimization. Different sources give account of this phenomena in Nigeria with special consideration of Bauchi State. Content analysis of these documents was carried out.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the literatures highlighted above the construction waste minimization is a very vital issues that professional in Nigeria were concerned about [18, 19]. It was evident that waste minimization in the country is a recent government concern where many construction were summoned to show case their method used in minimizing their construction site with waste as [2], many organisation and building firms operates under the jurisdiction of government and accept the process and procedure of waste minimization in construction sites [13]. According to [20] and [22], it was disagree that the findings of [12], that waste minimization in construction site can reduce environmental hazard posted by neighbourhood but this assertion is contradicted [6, 10], because recent research conducted in many States of the federation agree that construction site waste can cause diseases to the environment [1, 11]. It is agree that environment is polluted by waste generated from construction sites in many cities in Nigeria [21], but [4] in their study stressed that environmental pollution is cause majorly by other household and industrial waste, even though, construction waste make large volume of this garbage. Similarly, studies have contributed to the main area of concerned in minimizing construction waste in many part of Nigeria most especially Bauchi State.

CONCLUSION

Generally, previous researches highlighted the problem of construction waste to the environment, and specifically, pollution is characteristic of many construction and industrial site. It is evident that waste generated from construction of small and large project are not monitored properly. The study concluded that many obstacles in construction are caused because of large waste generation. It was also concluded that the benefits of clearing construction waste are thereafter compared to the land filling (waste management) in each of the sites to regulate the option that best fit the sites in an environmentally sustainable manner. The study shows that construction waste is ineffective to the health condition of the environment. Conclusion drawn from the study also revealed that different approach and method should be applied to curtail and minimize construction waste effectiveness in the study area.
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